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Why Laser  Adventures  ?Why  Laser  Adventures  ?

Laser Adventures is a completely mobile, corporate teambuilding and events company. We provide
formal team development as well as recreational activities. Laser Clay Pigeon Shooting and Laser War
Games are our specialty. We also do a whole list of other activities like, Murder Mystery Dinners,
Casino Evenings, Archery, Raft building, and Quads to name a few. We will travel the venue of your
choice across Southern Africa, even your own office. Anytime! Anywhere! Laser Adventures strive to
help teams achieve specific goals, to better them as a group, while having the best time of their lives!



Laser Clay Pigeon Shooting

Laser Clay Shooting is a variation on the
traditional sport of Clay Pigeon Shooting.
Real shotguns are disabled and fitted with
harmless infra-red laser equipment that
can detect hits on specially modified
reflective clays. A total of five people can
shoot at the same clay at the same time.
The system allows for more competitive
and fun game modes for your team. Also
suitable at night. 
Outcomes: Focus, Team Spirit, and
improving Shooting Capabilities

Laser War Games
A Safe, realistic, structured hi-tech combat team
game for any number of players. It's twice the
excitement of paintball, and provides a physical
and mental challenge to people of all ages. The
laser guns fire harmless infra-red laser beams,
which are picked up by sophisticated detectors
on both the head bands and guns. Laser war
games is the ultimate challenge, not limited by
an indoor arena. Bandannas will be included in all
laser war games quotations. 

Outcomes: 
Teamwork and Communication 

Minute to Win it 
The Minute to Win it activity is based on the hit

TV show. With names like Ping tac toe or stick

that landing, the games use everyday household

items like tissues, spoons, plastic cups and

straws. Your group will be divided into different

teams, and each member of each team will get

the opportunity to do one of the games. Teams

will face up to 10 one-minute challenges that

escalate in difficulty. 
Outcomes: Team Spirit & Fun



Bridge Building 
Team members are faced with the challenge of building a
bridge using only cardboard and duct tape that will
support the weight of your entire group or a golf cart
driven over it. The construction project includes a center
span and two ramps. Your group is assured of achieving its
goal of working together successfully under the watchful
guidance of our professional facilitators. 
Outcomes: Teamwork and Communication with detailed
Planning

Quiz Game Show
A game designed to test the memory, knowledge, agility, or
luck of the participants. Group will be divided into teams
that will compete against each other in different categories ... 
Who is the smartest of them all ?!
Outcomes: Teamwork, Fun
 

boat building & Race
Challenge your team to work collaboratively to design
cardboard boats that actually float. Brainstorm, design
and custom-build a vessel of your own making. Once built
and boat pilots chosen, watercrafts are presented to the
other teams, the race is on and only the successful stay
dry.
 Outcomes: Teamwork, Dedication, and Planning

music quiz

So, you think you can be a noot-vir-noot contestant? Test your music
knowledge with our fun filled music quiz event. Your group will be divided
into a maximum of 8 teams, and will compete against each other to score
maximum points. The event will consist of 6 challenges including “Name the
Title”, “Name the Artist”, “From what Movie?”, “Picture Association”,
“Complete the Lyrics” and “From which song?”. Each team will have a buzzer
and all challenges are based on a “fastest finger first” approach.
Outcomes: Team Spirit, and Fun 



Activity race
The Activity Race is a great alternative to the
Amazing Race activity. Delegates won’t need any
transportation since this activity is hosted at one
venue only. Your team will partake in various
activity setups, which they will need to conquer
as fast as possible to stay in the lead!
Outcomes: Teamwork, Planning, and Problem
Solving

amazing race
An Amazing Race is a fun, fast paced team event,
where through a series of tasks and discoveries teams
are ultimately aiming to be the first at the finish line.
Each amazing race is a completely tailor made event,
starting and finishing where and when you want it to,
anywhere in South Africa. The end point remains a
mystery until the participants get there. Based on the
TV show, we add in fun, fast passed teambuilding
activities at the checkpoints. It all starts at a
designated location, where the teams are briefed, given
all equipment and their first task. A series of cryptic
questions and clues lead each group to their next step
on a scenic and fun trip around the designated area. A
fantastic event where we do all the work and you have
all the fun! 
Suggested Extras: Photographer, Bandannas, Transport,
Trophies / Certificates / Prizes 
Outcomes: Teamwork, Planning, and Problem Solving 

survival of the fittest
You get lost in a jungle. How far will you go to
survive? This will be a test for your team’s
knowledge, persistence and creativity. You need to
complete a set of tasks that will test your ability to
survive. The activities are based on survival
techniques and are combined with a few mind
boggling problem-solving activities to test your full
potential. 
Outcomes: Determination, Teamwork, Problem
Solving, and Planning 

survivor immunity challenge
Get your team into action with this true “Survivor” style
activity. Test your teamwork, communication, and with
to outsmart the other teams. Teams will compete
head-to-head or on rotation base (for bigger groups) 
8 Different Tasks:

Air Rifle Shooting 
Pipeline 
Blindfolded Driving 
Axe Throwing 

Puzzle Challenge 
Knife Throwing 
Obstacle Challenge
 Navigation 



archery 
Master the second oldest trade in the world. In
this compact but thorough lesson we teach you
all you need to know about this very popular and
exciting sport. Groups will compete against each
other in a battle for the highest score. 
Outcomes: Focus, and Team Spirit

paintball
A chance to get even! Play a strategic war game
against your friends or colleagues. Paint bullets will
be used as ammunition. Jackets and face masks will
be provided for your safety. Please note that
medical support is compulsory for this activity.
Outcomes: Teamwork and Communication

Target shooting

Challenge other teams in different forms of
shooting. Target shooting consists of a
combination of sub activities that could
including archery, air rifle shooting, slingshot
(ketty) shooting or Laser clay. 
Outcomes: Focus, Team Spirit, and improving
Shooting Capabilities quad iqembu

A quad bike team activity consists of a variety of
sub activities on a small circular route. On this
route each team member will get the chance to
earn points for his/her team by doing certain
activities. Some activities involves the quad bike
and some the skills of the individual participant.
Great Fun! Longer Quad trails can also be
arranged if the venue allows it. (A medic will be
included on your Quotation.) 
Outcomes: Leadership Skills, Teamwork, and Fun

orienteering
Navigate your way through a set of
instructions with only a compass and a map.
You need to work accurately in order to arrive
at your final destination without getting lost. 
Outcomes: Communication,  Teamwork, and
Determination scavenger hunt

Collect and create unusual and fun objects
and photograph a list of things that might
even include complete strangers… 
Put everything together in a presentation and
convince the judges! 
Outcomes: Creativity, Teamwork, and a lot of
Fun!



Crazy games
Crazy Games is a combination of six to eight different
American red neck games that can vary depending on the
venue and circumstances. Games can include: Marble Run,
Helium stick, Horse Derby, Balloon Popping, Creative Building,
Untie Me, Frisbee Golf, Drunken soccer, Gumboot Race, Hola-
Chain, Noodle Race, Chicken Run, Beer Nappy, etc. Teams will
compete to score maximum crazy points. 
Outcomes: Team Spirit & Fun

crazy golf
Some people define golf as using the wrong tool for
the job. With this activity we’ll try and find the “right”
tool for the job. Possible tools could include frisbees,
slingshots and even garden darts to try and get the
ball in the hole. The most important rules are to make
as much noise as possible and to enjoy the thrills of
golf without the technical difficulties. 
Outcomes: Fun, and Team Spirit

fear factor
The Fear Factor activity is based on the TV show and
includes 3 sub activities ranging from bush banquets,
to fire walking and abseiling. Remember that this
activity is location dependent. 
Outcomes: Team Spirit, Fun, Bravery, and Expanding
your Comfort Zones. 

pirate master raft building
Who will be the ultimate “Pirate Master”? Each team needs to design
and build a raft. They then need to trust their product to take them
across the water. (Large body of Water needed e.g. a dam, a medic will
be included into your quotation) 
Outcomes: Teamwork, Dedication, and Planning



water polo

Water Polo Play the game of water polo, but with a
twist. Each delegate will be on a tube. The aim will
be to score the most goals. You’ll need a venue with
a big pool or dam to be able to do this activity.
Outcomes: Fun, and Team Spirit

giant foosball
Our giant foosball activity will ensure
entertainment for young and old. Test your
soccer skills with this inflatable soccer field.
Each person is attached to a rope that limits
their movement. Team work is essential to
score goals! 
Outcomes: Fun and Teamwork

world record games
Do you want to set a Record? Are you Officially Amazing? With our
World Record Games, you can try beat the world’s fastest and
tallest achievements! Stack Cups, Coin Stacking, Rice and
Chopsticks are just a few of the world records we have that you
can attempt to beat. Use all your skills and talents to be the record
holder in our new and exciting World Record Games! 
Outcomes: Team Spirit & Fun

chocolatiering
Chocolatiering is the art of making confectioneries from chocolate by
means of molding, sculpting and painting. Express yourself artistically
with this fun and creative activity where a sweet tooth is must! Delegates
are divided into teams and each member will get an opportunity to make
a special chocolate in a mold. Thereafter the teams have to create a
“pledge” which they then syringe paint into a plastic mold, the other
teams are then to decode their pledge… funny things come out of this
decoding session. Afterwards each delegate will get the opportunity to
syringe paint their own chocolate. If a chocolate painting is not for you,
make a slab out of different ingredients including, biscuits, coconut,
cashew nuts and more. 
Outcomes: Creativity, Fun, and Teamwork



travel the world
Visit six to eight different “countries”. At each
country or checkpoint you will be familiarized
with a drink and an activity that is known to that
specific country. Food can also be included or it
can substitute the alcoholic drinks. 
Outcomes: Fun, and Team Spirit 

6 nations cocktail competition 

Select a country. Design, build and taste a
cocktail that will make them proud. You will
also need to decorate the table and to
match the theme. All ingredients and
equipment will be provided in order for you
to have a ball. 
Outcomes: Creativity, Teamwork, and Fun 

movie making 
This activity can be done by anyone and everyone regardless of age,
level of fitness and physical capabilities. Each team will have to do an
informal production based on limited and funny resources. They will
have to write a script, produce, direct and act, and will have the
opportunity to have their production recorded only once. Please
note that this is not a formal production and will not be edited or
altered in any way. 
Outcomes: Creativity, Teamwork, and Planning

pub Olympics
Pub Olympics is a fun filled event with a competitive edge! Our team will
come and set up and man a selection of games and create a
competition atmosphere where teams will compete against each other,
or we can set up the games so that they can be played at leisure. The
activity includes games such as Fish Race, Dominoes, Mini Javelin, Frog
Race and much more. Our team will act as referees at each activity and
keep scores where the winning team could win a prize. 
Outcomes: Fun, Teamwork, competitive vibe 



creative thinking 
This activity consists of a series of problem-
solving activities that will give your team a new
perspective and promote creative thinking.
Outcomes: Problem Solving, Communication,
and Teamwork

creative painting
A group effort artwork will put fun and colour in your
office! No artistic background is needed and anyone can
participate. Get those creative juices flowing again.
Outcomes: Teamwork, Creativity and a lot of Fun!

creative building

Be a child again. By using building blocks you and your team
need to build certain objects. This activity will not only test your
building skills, but also your communication skills and memory. 
Outcomes: Creativity, Planning, Communication and Teamwork

pictionary

The guessing, speaking, laughing, mimicking game that will
have your team connecting in ways that will amaze you. From
a board game to a great team builder that will require players
to attempt to identify words from pictures drawn by other
players but there might be a twist or two. 
Outcomes: Focus, Listening, and Team Co-operation

https://www.laseradventures.co.za/#90113405


desert cook-off 
Teams will receive ingredients to come up
with a dish for dessert. Everything need to
be prepared on the fire! The event will start
off with a fire making competition. This will
determine who get first right in the pantry!
Teams will be judge on: Creativity, Taste,
Neatness & Team Spirit. 
Outcomes: Team Spirit, and Fun

beat & eat 
Combine any of the cook-off activities
with Interactive Drumming . 
Outcomes: Team Spirit, and Fun

master braai cook-off
Teams will receive ingredients to come
up with a dish for starter and mains.
Everything need to be prepared on the
fire! The event will start off with a fire
making competition. This will determine
who get first right in the pantry! Side
dishes will be provided. Who can then
be the champions of South Africa’s
favourite past time! Teams will be judge
on: Creativity, Taste, Neatness & Team
Spirit 
Outcomes: Team Spirit, and Fun

cook-off's
Please note all cook-off activities can be with ingredients suplied by us or by the venue.

potjie cook-off

Delegates get split into teams, prep,
process and cook...then judged on
performance and teamwork while
competing for the best tasting potjie No
ingredients and side dishes included as
this must be supplied by venue/ client 
Outcomes: Teamwork, and Fun

pasta cook-off
Delegates get split into teams,
prep, process and cook...then
judged on performance and
teamwork while competing for
the best tasting pasta
Outcomes: Team Spirit, and Fun

burger cook-off
Teams will receive ingredients to come
up with a designer burger. Everything
need to be prepared on the fire! The
event will start off with a fire making
competition. This will determine who get
first right in the pantry! Patties and chips
to be made from scratch. Teams will be
judge on: Creativity, Taste, Neatness &
Team Spirit. 
Outcomes: Team Spirit, and Fun 

pizza cook-off
Delegates get split into teams,
prep, process and cook...then
judged on performance and
teamwork while competing for
the best tasting pizza 
Outcomes: Teamwork, and Fun

pancake cook-off
Delegates get split into teams, prep,
process and cook...then judged on
performance and teamwork while
competing for the best tasting
pancake . 
Outcomes: Team Spirit, and Fun

breakfast cook-off
Delegates get split into teams,
prep, process and cook...then
judged on performance and
teamwork while competing for
the best tasting Breakfast 
Outcomes: Team Spirit, and Fun



interactive drumming
Learn synergy the African way. Learn to play a
variety of beats and then put it all together in an
amazing ensemble. 
Outcomes: Teamwork, and Fun

interactive karaoke
Your guests become the stars in this entertaining
and contagious karaoke event. The Team will be
divided into groups where they will compete to be
the next idol. Starting of with the whole group and
working towards having the best individuals
perform. Between acts the MC will do a “Know your
Music” quiz. The MC keeps the show rolling while
the DJ provides music to dance in between acts. 
Outcomes: Team Spirit, and Fun 

murder mystery dinner
Everyone is a suspect when murder is on the menu; serve up murder,
mystery and fun for corporate and social groups. We guarantee that
it will be drop dead fun, and that by the end of the evening one or
more of the suspects, your colleagues or friends will be caught out as
a murderer. This event includes a PA system and music. 
Outcomes: Fun

crazy casino
A fun filled evening of gambling! Real chips are used to create this
evening of fun and laughter. A casino evening includes a variety of casino
games including Poker, Black Jack, Roulette and Bingo with a twist. This
event includes a PA system and music. House rules apply! 
Outcomes: Fun

murder dinner & casino evening combo
Everyone is a suspect when murder is on the menu; serve
up murder, mystery and fun for corporate and social
groups. We guarantee that it will be drop dead fun, and that
by the end of the evening one or more of the suspects, your
colleagues or friends will be caught out as a murderer. This
event includes a PA system and music. 
Outcomes: Fun


